Soil Engineering Drilling & Grouting Services has over 40 years experience of providing ground treatment services in the UK. A wealth of experience has been gained through successfully completing over 2,000 contracts, valued between £1K and £5M.

**MINING DESK STUDIES**

**STRATEGY AND DESIGN**

**SHAFT REMEDIATION**

**ABANDONED MINE WORKINGS STABILISATION**

**BULK INFILL GROUTING**

**PERMEATION GROUTING**

**COMPACITION GROUTING**

**TUBE-A-MANCHETTE GROUTING**

Soil Engineering offer UK wide coverage, operating from a central office in Leeds and regional offices in Camberley and Scotland.

Experienced management teams, site agents and field operatives utilising our fleet of company owned plant provide a comprehensive service, with which we have completed some of the UK’s largest ground treatment and stabilisation projects.

Our flexible approach and access to extensive in house resources allows Soil Engineering to undertake projects of any size, from smaller, more technically challenging projects through to large scale treatment schemes.

Problematic ground and site conditions are overcome by allocation of appropriate resources to ensure quality and programme control.

Our highly qualified and knowledgeable team of personnel offer bespoke design and investigation services and specialist advice, gained through years of experience within the industry.

www.soil-engineering.co.uk
Soil Engineering are ISO 9001 accredited, ensuring a high quality effective ground treatment service. Our robust Health, Safety and Environmental protocols accredited to OHSAS 18001 and ISO 14004 respectively ensure the safest possible working environment.

Soil Engineering offer a range of services from mining appraisals (desk studies) and initial exploratory investigations through to a variety of treatment solutions:

- Mining desk studies
- Consolidation design & advice
- Drilling & grouting stabilisation of mineworkings
- Bulk infill stabilisation of subterranean voids and abandoned mine workings
- Compaction grouting
- Permeation grouting
- Embankment stabilisation
- Tube-a-manchette and specialist controlled pressure grouting
- Investigation/location and treatment of abandoned mine shafts including shaft cap construction
- Specialist drilling services
- Pipeline “spot” grouting
- Underwater grouting
- Grout curtain formation
- Reservoir treatment schemes

Soil Engineering provide a complete ground stabilisation service, offering design and investigation services with innovative and value engineered treatment solutions.